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JUDGMENT OF GOPAL SRI RAM, F.C.J.
1.

This case raises an interesting point.

It is whether the

registered proprietor of land may create a lien over his or her title in
favour of a third party borrower.

It turns on the construction to be

placed on section 281 of the National Land Code 1965. That section
reads:
“281 (1) Any proprietor or lessee for the time being
may deposit with any other person or body as
security for a loan, his issue document of title
or, as the case may be, duplicate lease, and
that person or body:(a) may thereupon apply under Chapter
1 of Part 19 for the entry of a lienholder's caveat; and
(b) shall, upon the entry of such caveat,
become entitled to a lien over the
land or lease.
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(2) Where the holder of any lien has
obtained judgment for the amount due to him
thereunder, he shall be entitled to apply to the
Court for, and obtain forthwith, an order for
the sale of the land or lease.”
I will state my views on how the section is to be read after reciting the
facts.
2.

UJA Sdn Bhd is the registered proprietor of a piece of land. A

company called Union Plastics Sdn Bhd wanted to borrow money
from United Overseas Bank.

UJA deposited the title to its land with

the bank as security for the loan.

The bank entered a lien holder’s

caveat against the title to the land in question. It lent money to Union
Plastics.

It was quite a lot of money – RM 6.2 million.

Plastics defaulted in making repayment of the loan.

Union

So the bank

acted under section 281(2) and moved for an order for sale.

The

High Court struck out the bank’s summons on the ground that a lien
under section 281 could be created by a registered proprietor of land
when and only when he or she is also the borrower. In other words,
A cannot create a lien over his title in favour of a lender to secure a
loan to B. This view was based on an interpretation of the judgment
of this Court in Hong Leong Finance Bhd v. Staghorn Sdn Bhd &
Other Appeals [2005] 2 CLJ 1 where this Court said:
“Thus it is material in the creation of a lien holder's
caveat under s. 281 NLC to have the registered
proprietor to deposit the document of title to the
lender for it is the registered proprietor who intends
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to surrender his rights to the lender to deal with the
said land in the event of default in repayment of
the loan which he obtained from the lender.

As a

borrower, no other person can substitute the
registered proprietor in performing this task of
depositing the document of title with the lender for
the creation of this statutory instrument.

To allow

this would defeat the concept of the right of the
registered proprietor to deal with his own land.
Section 281 NLC is intended for a registered
proprietor to raise money on loan, speedily, by
depositing the document of title registered in his
name with the lender as compared with the more
complex process of registering a legal charge over
the land.

But as the law demands, it is only

available to a registered proprietor who borrows
money and deposits his title with the lender.

It

does not extend to a beneficial owner who is yet to
become a registered proprietor. Since this facility is
only available to the registered proprietor, in the
event of default in repayment of the loan, judgment
must be obtained against the registered proprietor,
as borrower.

The wordings in s. 281(2) NLC of a

‘holder of any lien has obtained judgment for the
amount due to him’ is clear to this effect for there
can be no one else other than the registered
proprietor who is the borrower.”
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3.

It must be said in fairness to the learned judge that at first blush

the passage above quoted appears to convey the meaning as
understood by him.

However, a more careful reading reveals that

what this Court was saying was that a lien cannot be created without
there being in existence an issue document capable of being
physically deposited.

Hence the observation “It (that is to say,

section 281) does not extend to a beneficial owner who is yet to
become a registered proprietor.”
4.

To complete the narrative, after the bank’s application was

struck out, UJA moved the High Court for an order directing the
removal of the bank’s lien holder’s caveat and for the delivery up of
the issue document of title.

By this time, the learned judge had

realised the true purport of the passage in the judgment of this Court
in the Staghorn case. He therefore dismissed UJA’s application and
with the frankness and honesty of purpose that has come to be
associated with this learned judge, he accepted that his earlier view
was probably wrong.

The bank appealed against the striking out of

its summons while UJA appealed against the dismissal of its
summons.

When the two appeals – the bank’s and UJA’s – were

called on, we decided to hear argument on the former.

Having

formed the view that the bank’s appeal prima facie had merit we
stopped its counsel from arguing its appeal and called on counsel for
UJA to argue why the bank’s appeal should not be allowed.
5.

It was submitted by learned counsel for UJA that section 281

should be read in such a way as to limit it to registered proprietors.
He said that the words “for himself” should be read into the first
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subsection between the phrase “as security for a loan” and the
phrase “his issue document of title”.

In this way the court would be

giving effect to the true intention of Parliament which is to restrict this
form of security transaction to registered proprietors only.
6.

With respect I am unable to agree.

It is true that courts have

sometimes to read words into provisions in an Act of Parliament to
prevent an absurdity from resulting.

But where the language

employed is clear and unambiguous, it is not the function of the court
to re-write the statute in a way in which it considers reasonable.

As

Seah SCJ said in NKM Holdings Sdn Bhd v Pan Malaysia Wood
Bhd [1987] 1 MLJ 39:
“It must always be borne in mind that we are
judges, not legislators. The constitutional function
of the courts is not only to interpret but also to
enforce the laws enacted by Parliament.

In

enforcing the law we must be the first to obey it. It
should be noted that the power of a court to
proceed in a particular course of administering
justice, was one of substance and not merely of
form. The duty of the court, and its only duty, is to
expound the language of Act in accordance with
the settled rules of construction.

The court has

nothing to do with the policy of any Act which it
may be called upon to interpret.
matter for private judgment.

That may be a

It seems to us to be

unwise as it is unprofitable to cavil at the policy of
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an Act of Parliament, or to pass a covert censure
on the Legislature (see Lord Chelmsford in R v
Hughes (1866) LR 1 PC 81, 91 and Lord
Macnaghten in Vacher & Sons v London Society of
Compositors [1913] AC 107).”
7.

In Vickers, Sons and Maxim, Limited v Evans [1910] AC

444, Lord Loreburn, L.C., said (at page 445):
“My Lords, this appeal may serve to remind us of a
truth sometimes forgotten, that this House sitting
judicially does not sit for the purpose of hearing
appeals against Acts of Parliament, or of providing
by judicial construction what ought to be in an Act,
but simply of construing what the Act says.

We

are considering here not what the Act ought to
have said, but what it does say; …The appellants’
contention involves reading words into this clause.
The clause does not contain them; and we are not
entitled to read words into an Act of Parliament
unless clear reason for it is to be found within the
four corners of the Act itself.”
8.

There is only one rider I would add to the views expressed in

the above quoted cases.

If you look at some of the judgments in

cases having to do with statutory interpretation, you may find
references to the phrase “rules of construction” or their equipollent.
The truth of the matter is that there are no “rules of construction”.
What exist are certain broad guidelines for the interpretation of written
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law that the courts have from time to time established for themselves.
Some of these are discarded in the passage of time whilst others rise
to take their place.

For example, at one point in time there was

something called “equitable rule of construction”.

According to the

3rd edition of Crawford’s Statutory Construction which is the leading
work on the subject:
“By virtue of this doctrine, the letter of the law
might be disregarded and its provisions extended
to cases which were within the same mischief
which the law undertook to remedy, even though
they were not expressly included, or cases might
be excepted from the statute, although covered by
its terms, where they were not fairly included, on
considerations of justice and reason.”
However, according to Maxwell on the Interpretation of Statutes,
12th edn, p 237:
“…equity in the interpretation of a statute would not
be tolerated today and it may be now considered
altogether discarded in the construction of modern
statutes”
And it is clear that by 1827, the so called “equitable rule of
construction” had been discarded.

For we see Lord Tenterden CJ

saying in Brandling v Barrington [1827] 108 ER 523:
“… there is always danger in giving effect to what
is called the equity of a statute, and that it is much
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safer and better to rely on and abide by the plain
words, although the Legislature might possibly
have provided for other cases had their attention
been directed to them.”
By the same token, the literal rule of interpretation which held the field
for a considerable length of time has given way to the purposive
approach to construction.

As Lord Griffiths said in Pepper v Hart

[1993] 1 All ER 42:
“The days have long passed when the courts
adopted

a

strict

constructionist

view

of

interpretation which required them to adopt the
literal meaning of the language.

The courts now

adopt a purposive approach which seeks to give
effect to the true purpose of legislation and are
prepared to look at much extraneous material that
bears on the background against which the
legislation was enacted.”
The illustrations referred to merely seek to reinforce the point I make:
that there are no “rules of construction” but mere guides to statutory
interpretation which at the end of the day assist the court in doing
justice according to the intention of Parliament as expressed in its
Act.
9.

Returning to the mainstream, it is in my considered judgment

crystal clear that section 281 is not limited to the creation of a security
by way of a lien on title only for the benefit of a registered proprietor.
It extends to third party borrowers as well.
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10.

For the reasons already given, the bank’s appeal was allowed

and UJA’s appeal was dismissed.

The usual orders consequent

upon these disposals were made.
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